The theory and design of a broadband array of sensors with a frequency invariant far-field beam pattern over an arbitrarily wide design bandwidth is presented. The frequency invariant beam pattern property is defined in terms of a continuously distributed sensor, and the problem of designing a practical sensor array is then treated as an approximation to this continuous sensor using a discrete set of filtered broadband omnidirectional array elements. The design methodology is suitable for one-, two-, and three-dimensional sensor arrays; it imposes no restrictions on the desired aperture distribution (beam shape), and can cope with arbitrarily wide bandwidths. An important consequence of the results is that the frequency response of the filter applied to the output of each sensor can be factored into two components: One component is related to a slice of the desired aperture distribution, and the other is sensor independent. The results also indicate that the locations of the sensors are not a crucial design consideration, although it is shown that nonuniform spacings simultaneously avoid spatial aliasing and minimize the number of sensors. An example design which covers a 10:1 frequency range (which is suitable for speech acquisition using a microphone array) illustrates the utility of the method. Finally, the theory is generalized to cover a parameterized class of arrays in which the frequency dependence of the beam pattern can be controlled in a continuous manner from a classical single-frequency design to a frequency invariant design.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of designing a uniformly spaced array of sensors for far-field operation at a single frequency (or within a narrow band of frequencies) is well understood from general array theory. •'2 However, when it is desired to receive signals over a wide band of frequencies, the problem of broadbanding a sensor array arises. We will now review several approaches to solving this problem.
One approach to broadband design is to use a frequency domain befimformer. 3 Since narrow-band beamforming is conceptually simpler than broadband beamforming, the beamformer is implemented by a narrow-band decomposition structure.. whereby the signal received at each sensor is transformed into the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform, and each narrow band of frequencies is treated as an independent narrow-band beamformer. This is very much a brute force approach which is computationally excessive.
Adaptive beamformers, in which each sensor feeds a transversal filter (tapped delay line) and the filter outputs are summed to produce the overall output, can be used for broadband beamforming (see Refs. 4-7 for a review). An adaptive array with K sensors can produce K constraints on the beam pattern of the array at a single frequency. If each sensor feeds .'m L-tap transversal filter, then the same constraints can be applied at L different frequencies. For example, a linearly constrained algorithm has been reported s which maintains the peak array response in the look direction at L different frequencies, while minimizing the nonlook direction noise power. Although these adaptive methods can keep the peak array response relatively constant and produce nulls in given directions at a finite number of frequencies, they are unable to produce an identical beam pattern over a continuous range of frequencies (without resorting to a prohibitive number of sensors and taps). Another approach to the design of broadband sensor arrays is to treat the problem of determining sensor gains and intersensor spacings as a multidimensional optimization problem. 9']ø These methods do not use frequency-dependent sensor gains, but instead attempt to find optimal sensor spacings and (fixed) gains by minimizing the array power spectral density over a given frequency band. Because the sensor gains are frequency independent, the resulting array structure allows a very simple implementation. However, it is impossible to achieve a frequency invariant beam pattern using these optimization methods. In addition, these methods are very computationally intensive. Note that "optimum" array aperture designs (which optimize the compromise between beamwidth and sidelobe level TM) can be easily incorporated into our broadband design method, since the aperture distribution is totally arbitrary for our theory and design methodology.
Yet another approach, typically used by researchers interested in designing microphone arrays for speech acquisition, is harmonic nesting, 13-•6 whereby the array is composed of a set of nested equally spaced subarrays, each of which is a single-frequency design. The outputs of the subarrays are then combined via appropriate bandpass filtering. For example, if the sensor spacing used at a frequency f is d, then at a frequency f/2, the spacing used will be 2d, etc. This produces an array which has an identical beam pattern at frequencies f, f/2, f/4, etc., but which varies at intermediate frequencies. The effect of harmonic nesting is to reduce the extent of beamwidth variation to that which occurs within a single octave. Frequency-dependent sensor gains can be used to interpolate to frequencies in between the subarray design frequencies, ]7'•8 but this requires additional complicated filtering. Another problem with arrays based upon harmonic nesting is that only a very limited set of band ratios is possible, whereas our method is applicable for any frequency design band.
For the purposes of this paper, we will consider broadband arrays in which there is little or no frequency variation in the far-field array beam pattern over an arbitrarily wide desired bandwidth. A method has been proposed ]9 in which the array beam pattern has little or no frequency dependence.
The asymptotic theory of unequally spaced arrays 2ø'2• is used to derive relationships between beam pattern properties (such as peak response, main lobe width, plateau sidelobe level, and clean sweep width) and array design. These relationships are then used to translate beam pattern requirements into functional requirements on the sensor spacings and weightings, thereby deriving a broadband design. This results in a space tapered array with frequency-dependent sensor weightings; at each frequency in the design band the nonzero sensor weights identify a subarray having total length and largest spacing which are appropriate to that frequency. Although this method provides a frequency invariant beam pattern over a specified frequency design band, it is based on a single-sided uniform aperture distribution and a linear array. No insight is given into the problem of designing doublesided or higher dimensional arrays, or arrays with arbitrary aperture distributions in both magnitude and phase (and thus arbitrary beam patterns).
The purpose of this paper is to provide a very general theory and design method for a truly broadbanded array. Our approach to the broadbanding problem is to develop a frequency invariant (FI) beam pattern property for a theoretical continuous sensor, and then to approximate this continuous sensor by an array of discrete sensors. The problem of designing a broadband array is then reduced to one of providing an approximation to a theoretically continuous sensor.
We later show that FI arrays are a subset of a more general class of arrays in which the frequency variation of the beam pattern can be controlled. An important consequence of our development is that there are specific simple structural properties that a FI array must have; such structural properties reduce the number of free variables which have to be chosen in designing the array.
I. THEORY

A. Background
Throughout this paper we are only concerned with reception of planar waves and will no longer specifically state far-field operation. We define the notion of a broadband FI array in terms of the array beam pattern: The beam pattern mfist be frequency independent. To obtain an identical beam pattern at k different frequencies would require a compound array of k subarrays. These k subarrays would be identical if the spatial coordinate was expressed in wavelengths. Thus to produce an identical beam pattern over a continuous range of frequencies requires an infinite number of subarrays. We must thus acknowledge that it is not possible to produce a strictly frequency invariant beam pattern from a finite number of discrete sensors (although we will show in later sections how a frequency invariant beam pattern can be approximated from a finite array of discrete sensors). It is thus necessary to initially consider the concept of a continuous sensor to develop a Fl broadband theory. From this vantage point we will see that a discrete array which exhibits an approximate FI broadband character (that can be made to arbitrarily closely approximate the ideal frequency invariance uniformly over the design bandwidth) is readily derived from the continuous sensor theory. 
where S:BxB+---C is the signal received at a point x on the sensor due to a signal of frequency f (and zero phase offset), and p:RxR+-,C defines the sensitivity distribution or gain of the sensor at a point x and for a frequency f. The function p(x,f) can also be referred to as the aperture distribution, but we reserve this term for a slightly different concept later. Here we assume that the sensitivity distribution is absolutely integrahie to ensure that the integral in ( (1) The theorem provides a sufficient condition on the sensitivity distribution to imply an infinite bandwidth FI broadband beam pattern. The result is trivially modified to cater for finite bandwidths, e.g., for frequencies from fL to fu (say), which is more relevant to practical designs.
(2) The theorem expresses the known property that the sensitivity distribution tflx,f) scales with wavelength or inversely with frequency to attain the same beam shape (ignoring the gain). Equivalently, apart from the gain, the sensitivity distribution is a fixed function when the spatial coordinate is expressed in wavelengths. 
where G:RD--,C is an arbitrary absolutely integrable complex-valued function.
E. Representations of the sensitivity distribution
As an aid to interpretation of the broadband condition, we will express G(xf), which appears in the expression for the sensitivity distribution function (4), in two equivalent representations:
where Aoe :}ID--•C defines the aperture distribution at a nominally fixed frequency f, and H x :R+-•C defines the primary frequency response or primary filter at a single point x on the sensor. Note that from the expression for the broadband sensitivity distribution (4), and using (5), we can express the total filtering required at a fixed point x as p(x,f) =fDHx(f).
We refer to the .fid component as the secondary filter. Note that the secondary filter is independent of the sensor spatial vector x and a function of the sensor dimension D only. This sensor invariance property of the secondary filter is of practical significance as we will see later.
We now demonstrate an important result regarding the aperture distribution and the primary filter response as a consequence of (5). We briefly consider the one-dimensional case for motivation. Note that in the scalar version of (5), G(xf) is a symmetric function of spatial variable x and of the frequency variable f. This implies that fi and x can be interchanged without affecting the value of the function. This can be interpreted as saying that the G(xf) function, which appears in the sensitivity function (3), looks the same if we vary f while holding x fixed or vary x while holding f fixed. In other words, the primary filter response takes the same shape as the aperture distribution. Next, we make this more precise and present a more general result for the (1) In words, this result says that the primary filter response required at point x can be obtained by taking a slice through the aperture distribution from the origin in the direction of x. The aperture distribution can be determined from the desired beam pattern and vice versa.
(2) The correspondence between aperture distribution and primary filter response is for both magnitude and phase. [n the following comments we are referring always to a broadband FI sensor.
(1) Not only do the primary filter responses relate to the aperture distribution but they also relate to each other by a frequency scaling whenever the filters lie on a common radial line through the origin. 
II. BROADBAND ARRAY DESIGN
A. Overview
Having developed the theory of a broadband FI continuous sensor, we will now describe the implementation of a broadband FI array, where an array is defined as a practical structure that uses a finite set of identical, discrete, omnidirectional broadband sensors. Without loss of generality we will initially concentrate on single-sided one-dimensional array apertures with the first element located at x =0, since this will form a major component of a practical design. Implementation issues for higher dimensional and double-sided arrays will be discussed later. 
i=0 (In the next subsection we will show that a trapezoid numerical integration rule fits into this class.) Note that S(x i,f) is the complex signal received at a point x i on the sensor for a frequency f,G(xif ) is the sampled value of G(xI) at x =x i , and gi is a frequency-independent weighting function to compensate for the possibly nonuniform sensor locations. An important aspect of our broadband array design is that the army design comes from approximating an integral describing a broadband FI continuous sensor.
C. Trapezoid rule
We will illustrate the use of (7) for a special case corresponding to the well-known trapezoid integration method. ing functions gi can be seen to relate to Tx via an unilluminating formula. However, we do emphasize that the weighting functions can be a function of one or more discrete sensor locations but (more importantly) are independent of frequency. This means that we have the capability to approximate the family of integrals for the desired frequency range.
In the remainder of this paper we will assume that the aperture distribution is a slowly varying function with respect to x compared to the exponential term in (2). If this is not the case, the array can be more densely filled, a more complex integration method can be applied, or alternate methods of sampling the continuous aperture 22 can be considered.
With the output of the single-sided one-dimensional broadband array thus defined we are led to a particularly simple form of block diagram shown in Fig. 2 . This diagram shows a number of important features that we have demonstrated: (i) the primary filters are simple dilations of a singlefrequency response, H(f)gH•,•(f); (ii) implicitly, this primary filter frequency response shape H(f) is identical to the sought after continuous aperture distribution shape both in magnitude and phase; (iii) the primary filter outputs can be combined via frequency independent weights gi, that depend only on the sensor locations, generating a scalar output; and finally (iv) all sensors share a common secondary filtering response f to generate the final output.
The structure shown in Fig. 2 falls short of providing complete guidelines for a practical realization. For example, the choice of discrete sensor locations needs addressing, along with the differences which arise when two-sided or higher dimensional arrays are employed. These and other points form the subject of the following subsections.
D. Sensor locations
In determining the sensor locations for the broadband array implementation, it is desirable to minimize the number of sensors required while maintaining performance. The major factor determining the minimum number of sensors possible is spatial aliasing. We will develop the optimum sensor locations (with respect to minimizing the number of sensors required) which will avoid spatial aliasing. This sensor location function will be seen to be exponential (linearly increasing intersensor spacing) except at the upper end frequency where it is linear (constant intersensor spacing).
From the theory of linear uniformly spaced arrays [2, page 7] it is well known that grating lobes (i.e., periodic repetitions of the main beam) are introduced into the array beam pattern of a broadside array if the spacing of array elements is greater than the wavelength of operation, 3,. This is referred to as spatial aliasing. If delay beam steering is to be applied to the array, the constraint reduces to a maximum spacing of M2. 23 It is straightforward to see that delay beam steering can be used on a broadband array of the type that we describe in the same fashion that it can be employed for single-frequency array design (as long as true time delays are used). Because of the applications we have in mind, we will use the spacing based on 3,/2 in this work.
Since the broadband aperture size scales with frequency, we know that the aperture size is constant if defined in terms of wavelength. We assume the aperture size is finite and thereby define the aperture size as being P half-wavelengths at all frequencies, where, without loss of generality, we restrict P to be an integer. This highlights two related points: (i) Since the aperture shape determines the primary filter shape then this implies the primary filter must be strictly bandlimited, and (ii) for all frequencies except at the lowest design frequency, some of the sensors are not used. When the response of a sensor is used, i.e., the frequency of the signal lies in the primary filter passband, we will say the sensor is active at that frequency. In the following discussion we are referring only to active sensors. The locations of inactive sensors for a given frequency, despite the potential property that they violate a k/2 spacing requirement, are completely irrelevant.
Assume the desired frequency range is (fL ,ft0 where fL is the lower design frequency and fv is the upper design frequency. As before, the first sensor is located at x=0. The finite aperture constraint implies a sensor positioning constraint xi=P •-, where i is the index of the active sensor of greatest distance from the origin, and hi is the wavelength corresponding to the bandwidth of the ith primary filter (or the highest frequency at which the ith sensor remains active). A final set of remarks is in order. The same guidelines apply for our broadband design as in the case of a singlefrequency ariay design: (i) P, the aperture size in halfwavelengths, is chosen to be sufficiently large to achieve the desired beam shape properties usually expressed in terms of the main beamwidth, and (ii) the aperture distribution or sensitivity distribution is a slowly varying function of distance along the array. This latter condition is compatible with some assumptions we made earlier regarding the use of numerical integration to approximate the ideal broadband continuous FI sensor response.
E. Filter implementation
The broadband theory we have developed has assumed positive frequency only. Conventionally in filter theory frequency is represented by both positive and negative frequen- Fig. 4 . As can be seen from this figure, although the choice of array origin has no effect on the array beam pattern, the position of the origin can have a significant effect on the complexity of filter implementation.
G. Implementation of a two-dimensional array
Theorem 5 (the filter dilation theorem) gives no guarantee that the primary filter responses for two-and threedimensional arrays will exhibit a dilation property. This is not a restriction on being able to build a broadband array, it simply restricts the appearance of self-similarities which may be exploited to simplify the array design. Thus generally a two-dimensional array corresponds to approximating a double integral in the spirit of (7) for the one-dimensional case. However, there are at least two special cases which will produce primary filters which have the same frequency response at more than one position within the array. (These cases are discussed for the two-dimensional case and are easily extended to the three-dimensional case.) These special cases are illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Separable aperture distributions
If the aperture distribution is separable into the product of two one-dimensional aperture distributions, i.e., 
III. DESIGN EXAMPLE
As a demonstration of our broadband theory we will introduce an example of a typical practical broadband sensor array design. We will consider the design of an array with a single-sided uniform aperture, although we stress that our design method is not restricted to uniform apertures. The aperture size is P=5 half-wavelengths and the array is intended to have a FI beam pattern over a 10:1 frequency range. It is not necessary to choose numerical values for the frequency range, but rather, we will introduce nondimensional variables by scaling all array dimensions by •.u.
From (10) it follows that a minimum of N--17 sensors are required to avoid spatial aliasing. The maximum spacing relation (9) yields the sensor locations given in Table I . xi/k u 0 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3.1 3.9 4.9 6.1 7.6 9.5 11.9 14.9 18.6 23. 3 The peak response of the array as a function of fre4 quency is shown in Fig. 10 . The variation in peak response at frequencies close to fL is due to the primary filters not being strictly bandlimited, thus not placing a finite support constraint on the aperture distribution. Because of the finite size of the array, a portion of the aperture distribution is not realized. This effect is most pronounced at frequencies close to fL where a significant portion of the aperture distribution is discarded, resulting in a slight difference in beam pattern in the lowest portion of the design frequency band. There are several methods which could be used to alleviate this incon4 sistency in the beam pattern at low frequencies.
(1) The primary filters could be made to be strictly bandlimited, thus producing an aperture distribution which has finite support. (This is not physically realizable.) (2) The cutoff frequencies of the primary filters could be reduced so that a negligible portion of the aperture distribution was discarded at frequencies close to fL-This is equivalent to lengthening the array to produce the same result.
(3) The secondary filter, which depends only on frequency, could be modified such that the peak main beam level was equalized. This method attempts to compensate for the loss of a portion of the aperture distribution at low frequencies by weighting the remainder of the aperture more strongly. This demonstrates an important practical consider- For a=0 this procedure results in an equispaced array designed fm operation at fu, but used over the frequency range fL to .fv. Hence the beam pattern will spread out for frequencies less than fu, as found when a conventional single-frequency array is operated at frequencies below the design frequency. For a=l this procedure results in a FI array with sensor locations similar to those given in (9). (The slight difference in sensor locations occurs because sensors are placed from the high-frequency end of the array in the FI design procedure, whereas sensors are placed from the lowfrequency end in the alpha array design procedure.)
The importance of the alpha array is that by allowing controlled frequency variation into the beam pattern, less sensors are required than for a corresponding FI array. This is made apparent in the following example.
D. Alpha array example
To demonstrate the use of alpha arrays, a simple design example is presented. The design is for ot=0.75, covers a frequency range of 10:1, and has an aperture size of poe5 half-wavelengths at the upper design frequency. Again we are using causal eighth-order Butterworth filters to approximate an ideal uniform aperture distribution. The beam pattern of this design is shown in Fig. 11 . This figure should be compared with Fig. 9 which shows the beam pattern of a FI array (i.e., or= 1) with P =5, designed for the same frequency range. The array with a=0.75 has a total length of 14.1hu and uses 12 elements, compared with the FI array (with a=l) which has a total length of 25h u and uses 17 elements. It was shown that the frequency response of the filter applied to the output of each sensor can be factored into two components: (i) a primary filter response which is related (both in magnitude and phase) to a slice of the desired apeflute distribulion, and (ii) a secondary filter which is independent of the sensor and depends only on the dimension of the array. These results imply that in the case of a linear array (and for suitable sensor geometries in two-and threedimensiona arrays) the primary filters are related to each other by a frequency dilation.
An example based on eighth-order Butterworth filters was given to illustrate that these theoretical investigations lead to practical and conceptually simple designs.
Finally, the theory for a more general class of a trays in which the frequency dependence of the beam pattern can be controlled was presented. This theory served to show the relationship between our broadband FI arrays and conventional single-frequency designs.
